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I was a cool 9 year old!
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iWitness?
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Photos with your iPad

OSX
The Best ITunes Alternatives for Mac OS by How to Geek
http://www.howtogeek.com/280304/the-best-itunes-alternatives-for-macos/
iTunes is hot mess. Bloated and ponderous, iTunes continues Apple’s ongoing trend of having lost
its design mojo. But fear not: there are some pretty good iTunes alternatives for macOS Sierra.
Our requirements for replacing iTunes are fairly simple: a replacement needs to be easy to use
and painlessly play our music, and it should include a media library for organizing everything. The
applications we’re going to discuss today all meet these basic requirements—some do so
minimally while others are packed with more features. All however, let you put your music first.
Here then are ten standout replacements for Apple’s media behemoth.
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iOS
Here's the First Dual Lens Attachment for Your iPhone 7 Plus by
Helena Young
http://hypebeast.com/2016/12/kamerar-zoom-iphone-7-plus-attachment/
Built to accommodate the first dual-lens camera on an Apple device, this new phone case and
lens system for the iPhone 7 Plus is a world’s first. Previous iterations of the iPhones have had
these types of attachments, but they were designed for a single lens. This pack comes with two
lens pairs — a fisheye/telephoto pair and a macro zoom lens. Both are mounted to the phone
using a special hard case boasting a sliding apparatus to attach the lenses. Check out the video
below to learn more about the attachment and purchase one for your iPhone 7 Plus at Kamerar for
$45 USD here.

10 Ways the iPhone changed the World....
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2017/01/08/iphone-turns-10-10-ways-changed-world/

Homekit Revealed!
http://appleinsider.com/futures/homekit/
HomeKit – with ‘Home’ for home automation and ‘kit’ for software developer kit – basically helps
connect smart accessories and their apps and allows them to communicate more easily. HomeKit
lets users connect and manage the accessories in the home from a variety of manufacturers
ranging from controlling lighting to cycles on the washing machine.
Features
● Smart accessories for home automation
● Home App with iOS 10 streamlines HomeKit accessories
● Apple's HomeKit secure due to end-to-end encryption
● More than 100 HomeKit compatible products available in 2016
● Apple working with U.S. home manufacturers to have HomeKit accessories built into
homes before they go to market
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Why Smart Phones are driving Everyone Insane by Travis Bradberry
of the Huffington Post
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dr-travis-bradberry/why-smart-phones-are-driv_b_13979154.html
There’s nothing worse than whipping out your smartphone during a meeting, and few things will
turn someone off to you quite like a mid-conversation text message or even a quick glance at your
phone.
Using your phone at inappropriate times annoys your boss and colleagues according to research
from USC’s Marshall School of Business, and if you work with women and people over forty
they’re even more perturbed by it than everyone else.
The researchers conducted a nationwide survey of 554 full-time working professionals earning
above $30K and working in companies with at least 50 employees. They asked a variety of
questions about smartphone use during meetings and found:
• 86% think it’s inappropriate to answer phone calls during meetings

84% think it’s inappropriate to write texts or emails during meetings
66% think it’s inappropriate to write texts or emails even during lunches offsite
The more money people make the less they approve of smartphone use.

Wireless CarPlay?! by Zac Hall
https://9to5mac.com/2017/01/07/hands-on-wireless-carplay-alpine-ilx-107-video/

Non Apple but interesting Tech!
Alexa Demo!
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